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Goode.
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Political Director,
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work

support of

Working people, whether

black,

to
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improve the
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Goode,

in

Support of L.D. 1211

Organize for the Purpose of Collective

members of Labor

the Legislative and Political Director of the

Adam

&

Housing Committee,

Maine AFL-CIO.

We

my name

is

Adam

represent 40,000 working people

and working conditions of our members and

all

working

1211.

brown

their
or white, should be able to organize together to improve

working

to
in collective action has been the the pathway
conditions and lives. Talking to co-workers and joining together

the world.
dignity and ‘respect for working people throughout

That

why we

is

for the purposes

We

are well

support

LD

1211, a concept draft proposing to allow people

who work

in agriculture to

organize

conditions and beneﬁts.
of collectively bargaining for wages, hours and other working

aware

that

you

will hear

from farmers and farm owners

that

have concems about

this concept.

We

especially family farming,
incredibly difficult work, that the economics of farming,
an existence. That is all true
out
scratch
to
hard in Maine
are very challenging and that farmers work incredibly
of association and
freedom
first amendment right to
and it is also true that workers should have a fundamental
a fundamental human right that all workers deserve.

recognize that farming

is

freedom of assembly. The

Those

right

of workers to organize

rights should not cease to exist simply

is

because you walk into the doors or ﬁelds of your workplace.

were can/ed out of much of
understand the historical reasons that agricultural workers
and collectively bargain. The reason for the inequity in
labor law protections, including the right to organize
in a
sector and working people in other sectors is rooted
protections between working people in the agriculture
It is

important that

we

_

history in

Maine and America of categorically excluding

certain groups

from basic labor

rights

and laws. These

in this country.
exclusions are rooted in the history of race and racism

The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), passed
right to organize a union

in 1935,

is

workers’
the primary federal law that establishes

bargaining. In 1935, racially
and lays out clear processes and procedures for collective
deferred to such
Congress
NLRA,
the
drafting
in much of the United States. In

discriminatory laws prevailed

non-white workers -- “agricultural laborers" and
laws by excluding two categories of predominately
gain the Southem votes of “Dixiecrats”
"domestics" -- from labor protections. This was done in large part to

needed for passage of the

NLRA

in

1935.

The impact of these exclusions, which were

a part of the

New

Deal Era

political

system and served as a race-

beneﬁts and protections that most whites had, is felt
proxy for excluding workers of color from statutory
We
farmworkers to form a union or engage in collective bargaining.
today in Maine. State law does not allow
their
improve
to
organize
make it so that farmworkers can
think there should be changes in Maine laws that
neutral

working conditions

if

they so choose.

I

The National Labor Relations Act does allow
by the

NLRA,

states to grant collective bargaining rights to

workers not covered

such as agricultural workers.

For example, California has a Califomia Agricultural Labor Relations Act, established in 1975, that allows
agricultural

workers to organize and establishes collective bargaining processes and procedures for agricultural

workers.

Maine

legislators

passed the Agricultural Workers Labor Relations Act

industrial agricultural

When we

egg

think about our shared history,

Chavez and the farmworkers demanded
dignity

We

organize.

I

worth asking ourselves are

rights,

won

1997 granting employees working

we

a better country if

made

and gained a modicum more

Cesar Chavez and farmworkers did not have

against those workers having the right to

workers

paid farmworkers in

Maine

in

Maine have the same

are migrant workers.

imbalances related to immigration

status,

The

we

were ﬁred

all

saw

the

news

in

after reporting sexual

When

December of 201

They work

in agricultural

nature of these

ﬁelds related

work arrangements

8

when

eight migrant workers

is full

women working

men and women

at the

in

who make

harassment to their employers. The Bangor Daily

a group of

be a

to blueberries,

of power

language barriers and economic vulnerability. Exposure to pesticides,

where a contractor would stop by housing where
have sex with them.

will

rights.

poor housing, isolation and loneliness are a normal part of the routine for migrant workers

sure

We

are a better country and society because they exercised their right to organize.

seafood, trees, poultry, dairy, wreaths and eggs.

I’m

at

not a better country because Cesar

rights, exercised those rights

think not. The same arguments were

better state if agricultural

Many

is

it

Would we be

and protection on thejob.

the right to organize?

in

processing facilities the right to collectively bargain.

News

Maine.

wreaths

in

Maine

reported on situations

company were and

protested this treatment, they were

repeatedly asked to

ﬁred and kicked out

of their housing.
workplace. It simply means that
not easy to form a union. Having the right should be a basic rule of the
with their employer for basic
bargain
workers can exercise their freedom of association to band together to
It is

dignity on thejob.

We

A person

should be able to do that without fear of reprisal.

represent 40,000 working people

who have union jobs

in

Maine. For working class people, these jobs

We know that working class people who
this policy. We stand with you today to say

provide a sense of meaning as well as security, fairness and respect.

own farms and who work
that the

same laws

at

farms have differing perspectives on

that allow

working people

improve working conditions should apply

months ago eight workers who had
were unjustly ﬁred.

We

ask that you support

LD

1211.

in other sectors

of Maine’s economy to negotiate collectively to

to agricultural workers, especially in light

a basic

demand of bodily autonomy and ajob

of the fact thatjust 3

free

from sexual harassment

